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I. INTRODUCTION
The use of network models for continuous field quantities is widespread throughout engineering, and the variables involved need not be electrical [l]- [5] . Perhaps the most vigorous development of the technique is due to Kron [6]- [13] , who created circuit models for systems ranging from hydrodynamics [lo] to the Schroedinger equation [13] . Very recent examples of practical work using this approach include [14] and [15] .
Using tools from algebraic topology, Branin has shown that, apart from intuitive physical analogies, the success of network models for distributed phenomena is due to a common mathematical structure shared by graph theory and vector calculus [16] , [17] . The purpose of this paper is to show further that Tellegen's theorem [18] , [19] (the standard Tellegen's theorem [18] for circuits, and a continuum generalization developed here for fields) is a fundamental link between the two disciplines. The outcome is a brief development of the topology of circuit and quasi-static field quantities in entirely parallel terms, using adjoint pairs of operators on inner product spaces. The desired orthogonality conditions are then derived by identical routes for both disciplines. In the interest of making the results readily accessible to electrical engineers, all results are given in terms of electrical variables only. Reliance on the language of algebraic and differential topology will be avoided.
As an application of this parallelism, we use a standard integral theorem from vector calculus to motivate an elementary but novel reformulation of Tellegen's theorem for N-terminal elements. An independent proof is given. The theorem's novelty arises from its applicability to subcircuits as well as entire networks, its independence of the larger network in which the subcircuit is embedded, and its use of node potentials as well as branch quantities. Let 9 be a connected, oriented graph with (n + 1) nodes, b branches, and no self-loops, and assume some choice of datum node has been made for 3. Let A be the n X b reduced branch incidence matrix [20, sect. 10 where eER" is the vector of node-to-datum potentials and u, i E Iw * are the vectors of branch voltages and currents, respectively. Define BAR', Y$R", and let (.,.)B and (.,.)r be the Euclidean inner products on B and Y, respectively. See Fig. l(a) . With this choice of inner products, AT is of course the adjoint of A, i.e., The field theory analog of (2.1) is the following subset of Maxwell's equations, valid for the quasi-static case:
II. TI-IE GRADIENT AND DIVERGENCE OPERATORS
where g(x) is the electric field, Q(x) is the scalar electrostatic potential, l(x) is the current density field, and grad (or 0) and div (or v.) are the standard gradient and divergence operators on R3. Comparing (2.1) an (2.5) we see that v and E(x) he in the images of the linear operators AT and (-grad), respectively, while i and T(x) are in the kernels of the linear operators A and (div). This parallel between (2.1) and (2.5), in addition to physical similarity, suggests an analogy between the following pairs of network and continuum quantities:
The function Q(m), assigning an electrostatic potential to each point of space, is the continuum analog of e, which assigns an electrostatic potential to each node of the graph. The physical analogies between i and T( .) and between v and x?( .) are also clear. To make the mathematical parallel between (2.1) and (2.5) complete, we will show that, in the appropriate framework, ( -grad) is the adjoint of (div) just as A r is the adjoint of A. A continuum version of Tellegen's theorem for vector fields in three-dimensional space is an immediate consequence. A function f: IR 3 + R will be said to be 0( r-O) at infinity if it vanishes at infinity at least as fast as r-', i.e., if ,,$, IlMf (x> = 0, Qb<a where ]I. ]I is the Euclidean norm on R3. Definition 2: Let P be the class of all infinitely differentiable scalar functions @ on R3 such that @ and derivatives of @ of all orders are O(r-'). Let F be the class of all infinitely differentiable vector fields E on R3 such that uj E P, j = 1,2,3. Define inner products on P and F by
for all Q,'k E P, U, Ti, E P, where ii.5 is the standard "dot product" in R 3.
The reader can easily verify that (e, .)P and (., .)F are nondegenerate [21, p. 1161 inner products on P and F, that (div): The subspace K, c F consists of all vector fields in F that are the gradient of a scalar function in P, and KJ c F consists of all vector fields in F with zero divergence.
Vector fields in K, satisfy (2.5a) and those in KJ satisfy (2.5b). These are continuum versions of K, and K,, respectively.
Corollary to Theorem I (Continuum Version of Tellegen's Theorem):
The spaces K, and KJ are orthogonal, i.e., for all vector fields E,jE F such that e= -grad Cp, divj=O:
This is an immediate consequence of the standard fact that the kernel of the linear operator (div) is orthogonal to the image of its adjoint (-grad), i.e., (~,~)F=(-gradQ,~),=(@,div~))p=O (2.12) parallel to (2.4). ' The full result for compact manifolds is known as the Hedge Theorem [221, [23, sect, 7.51 and includes several interesting features not found in the present development for vector fields on R3.
2Slight variations in the definition of "adjoint" can be found in the literature, depending on context. In this application (-grad) and (div) 3The alert reader will have noticed that the O(C2) restriction in Definition 2 causes llcPiill to vanish at infinity faster than we need here. A slightly weaker restriction, such as O(r-'.s-'), would suffice for this paper. A further relaxation to, e.g., 0( r-l) for P and 0( r-I-') for F, would not invalidate (2.10), but would allow (2.7) and (2.8) to be infinite for some Q,*,ii,iC. This further relaxation is possible in another setting, but at the cost of complicating the picture by abandoning the prehilbert space structure used here, and of including four spaces in Fig. 2, as in (26, pp. 54, 1771 .
Historically, Tellegen's theorem was just a statement of the orthogonality condition (2.3). But it is well known that, in addition, any vector in B can be expressed (uniquely) as the sum of a vector in K, and a vector in K,, i.e., that K, and K, form an "orthogonal direct sum decomposition" [27] of B, B = K,8 K,. The analogous statement for the continuum case is that, subject to appropriate restrictions on smoothness and behavior at infinity, every vector field on R3 can be written uniquely as the sum of a gradient field and a divergence-free field. Variants of this fact are known in the fluid mechanics literature as Hehnholtz' Theorem [28], although proofs for R3 meeting modem standards of rigor are hard to find.
Vector Fiel& on Bounded Regions and Tellegen's Theorem for Multiterminal Elements
The preceding results allow us to understand certain properties of quasistatic field problems in terms of simpler network results that can be derived from Tellegen's theorem. Now we reverse the process. A well-known integral equality for finite regions of space will suggest a novel formulation of Tellegen's theorem for multiterminal network elements. (Some related results appear in section VIII of [4] .)
Let Q be a compact set in R3 with nonempty interior V' bounded by a piecewise smooth surface S. Let the vector fields E and f be continuously differentiable and satisfy (2. In light of the relations (2.6) between network and field quantities, Fig. 2(a) suggests the statement of Tellegen's theorem for N-terminal elements shown in Fig. 2(b) . This is an appropriate formulation of Tellegen's theorem for N-terminal elements, since terminal node potentials, rather than branch voltages, are normally used in the description of N-terminal elements. A rigorous formulation and proof are given below.
Definition 4: An electrical network or subnetwork is a topological N-terminal element4. if its graph consists of N terminal nodes, N boundary branches, ni internal nodes, and bi internal branches such that: a) each terminal node is connected to exactly one boundary branch, b) each boundary branch is connected to an internal node and a terminal node, c) each internal branch is connected to two distinct internal nodes.
Numbering and Orientation Convention: For a topological N-terminal element with (N + ni) nodes and (N + bi) branches, the boundary branches and terminal nodes are numbered l-N, boundary branch #j is connected to terminal node #j and oriented so that it points away from it, 1~ j < N. See Fig. 2(b) .
%tandard definitions of N-terminal elements involve constitutive relations as well: specifically, no dependent source in an IV-terminal element can depend on branch variables outside the element. Since this paper deals only with network topology, no such restriction is required here. Proof: 7 on R 3, v-J= 0 * i= 0 X fi for some continuously differenNumber the internal nodes (N + 1) through (N + n,). Suppose tiable vector field l?, called the vector potential for j: The space there are n, nodes and b, branches remaining (nodes and of admissible J!? fields, K,, appears above as the kernel of a branches of the external network.) Number these remaining nodes linear operator, while KJ is now the image of an operator. This andbranches(N+ni+l)through(N+ni+n,)and(N+bi+l) setup parallels (3.1), but contrasts with (2.5). through (N + bi + b,), respectively. The branch incidence matrix A" for the circuit can then be partitioned as Comparison of (3.1) with (3.2) suggests the physical analogies (2.6a), (2.6b), but with (2.6~) replaced by i, w l?. To complete the parallel between (3.1) and (3.2), one must show that (curl) in (3.2b) is the adjoint of (curl) in (3.2a), just as BT in (3.lb) is the adjoint of B in (3.la). In fact, one can easily show that the curl is a self-adjoint operator: F + F. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and uses the vector identity e.( ii x %) = r;t. (since the term in parenthesis vanishes, by (2.17)) 172-186.1945. [7] "Electrical circuit models of partial differential equations," Elec.
= f ekik. informally, with details left to the reader. frequency variable of the prototype low-pass filter in rad/s and the sampling period, T is normalized to unity. Let the passband edge frequencies of the filter be t-o, and stopband edge frequencies be f 0,. (We shall also refer to o, as the cutoff frequency of the filter). (4) , and (6) we get they have used to control the cutoff frequency of a low-pass FIR filter through a single parameter. Ahuja and Dutta Roy [2] A, = 2a/(x -y)
applied this transformation to control the bandwidth or the A,=-a(x+~)/(x-y) center frequency of a prototype bandpass filter. They used single parameter control to increase the bandwidth of the prototype .= -A, cos Q,,
band pass filter or to change its center frequency keeping the and bandwidth constant. We propose here a transformation for obcosO,=(x+y)/2 (9) taining linear phase bandpass filter from a linear phase low-pass filter. The order of the transformed bandpass filter is twice that where of the prototype low-pass filter. When the transformed filter is xpcos3, (10) implemented in Taylor structure [l] , the lower and upper cutoff frequencies can be altered by varying two filter parameters. Since yPcossl,. 01) low-and high-pass filters are special cases of bandpass filters A, is a positive quantity because a is positive (w,/2 < n/2) and with one of the cutoff frequencies being either at zero or at half x > ~(0, -C ill,). A,,, on the other hand, is negative if 3, < n/2, the sampling frequency, we can obtain filters with low-pass, and is positive if 3, > n/2. For 8, = n/2, A0 is zero. high-pass, and band-pass characteristics from a single filter netThe transformation (2) maps the passband of the low pass work by altering two parameters in the network. The range of filter on to the passband of the band pass filter with 3, and 0, frequencies in which the transformation is applicable depends on as the cutoff frequencies. To ensure that the stopband of the the passband and stopband edge frequencies of the prototype transformed filter maps on to the stopband or a part of it of the low-pass filter. This frequency range is obtained from a set of prototype low pass filter we put constraints on the values of A0 simple graphs. and A,. Let D = r map on to -o,, then In the next section we discuss the transformation and the frequency range in which it is applicable. The implementation of the filter is discussed in Section III.
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